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The Boys in Green are
back with a bang!
On June 20th 2009, the VAI unveiled the new Irish men’s
volleyball squads’ programme under the helm of Laurent
Cauet. One year later, an Irish men’s volleyball team
returned home as heroes having proudly represented
Ireland in a CEV Senior European Championships event for
the first time in almost 7 years.
Despite not getting the results that they
longed for, a great deal of pride has been
restored in Irish men’s volleyball as it was
represented meticulously by one of the
youngest Senior men’s volleyball teams in
European competition. The courageous
performances produced by Ireland in all 4 of
their
CEV
European
Championship
qualification
round
matches
were
incredible, up against vastly more
experienced teams containing semi-pro and
professional players from all across Europe.

spectators, and even
the opponents who all acknowledged and
celebrated afterwards the fact that Ireland
is back and ready to compete once again,
something that stood and will forever
stand with every one of the lads that
represented Ireland at this event.

Our first game against Scotland was really
anticipated because of the Celtic rivalry
between the sides. I honestly feared we
wouldn’t last long though after going 3-11
down in the opening set, but we didn’t
panic and stuck with our goal to reach 12
points in each set. This helped us to
comeback in the game, and in fact helped
us to an 11-10 lead in the 2nd set, a key
moment in the match. After this, it’s
acceptable to say that the best side won 30, but it was a positive start for Ireland.

Head Coach Laurent Cauet gave the
BigBlock his account of the event: “It was
remarkable what we achieved because we
never let go in any match, even if we were
against much stronger opponents, so the
In particular, Ireland almost shocked full experience was positive, both on and
Andorra in the 2nd set against them (24-26) off the court.
Our goal in the 2nd game against Andorra
after building a 5-point lead, while they
was to try and upset the odds by nicking a
were beaten at the death by the Faroe From the moment we left Dublin airport to set or two. We almost did this in the 2nd
Islands 13-15 in the tie-break of the epic last the moment we returned, the behaviour, set of this match as we were 20-15 ahead.
match, a gutting but extremely proud discipline and professionalism of the Irish We knew at this stage that the Andorran’s
ending to this Irish team's venture.
team was exemplary, while everybody were worried and losing confidence in
enjoyed themselves thoroughly. The only their volleyball. But even while we were
Such was the pride in the performances in thing is we regrettably didn’t manage to first to reach set point at 24, we were
fact that it stole the admiration of all who take the win we deserved and let slip already losing our rhythm and consistency,
saw what the Irish produced, including the against the Faroe Islands, a goal we set being a young and inexperienced side, and
CEV and Andorran event organisers, the but didn’t achieve.
lacked the killer instinct for a winning

Another 0-3 loss, but another
positive experience for the team
in terms of the fight we gave to
the Cypriots. If anyone earned
respect from this match, it was
us.

spike. Andorra eventually caught us at 2424 and the momentum was firmly in their
hands to finish off.
Despite losing 0-3, it was another step
forward in our tournament, as well as
inspiring the lads in giving them every
confidence in the world as to what they
could do to Cyprus later in the day.
I explained to the players afterwards that
even if Cyprus were the best side of the
tournament, we weren’t going to admire
and be on our knees in awe of them.
Instead we decided to play a huge mindgame that started from as early as the
warm-up.
The great thing about this game is that we
managed to play 3 sets with a different
starting-6 in each set, while everyone had
a part to play, playing at least one full set
each. So it’s magnificent to see that no
matter who was playing, we always scored
at least 12 points in each set, and with a
bigger belief we could even have matched
Cyprus closer to the 20 mark.

The last game against the Faroe Islands
was our biggest goal for the tournament.
Since wake, we realised that this was our
best chance to win at the event because
even if our opponents had a better
volleyball tradition than us, they still had
more weaknesses than the previous three
teams that we played, so we could target
and plan - I knew we’d be in more control
of the game.
We had a fantastic start and led from the
beginning, because the players’ adrenalin
had kicked in nicely. It was a masterpiece
performance in the 1st set from us which
we won. Unfortunately, because we’d
never been in a leading position, we didn’t
manage to keep the Faroes away from a
comeback as they had a strong reaction in
the 2nd set, to which we were unable to
answer, even after a lot of substitutions.
We decided to start the 3rd set with a new
six and in changing the atmosphere, it
worked; we led right throughout to the
end. The 4th set was the biggest regret
however as we were unable to find the
energy and concentration levels to put the
game away, while team unity took a setback also. We made a few substitutions to
rest some of our key players in order to
prepare for an inevitable tie-break.
We had a good start to the tie-break,
leading 8-4 at the change-of-sides. At this
stage, I really thought we were going to
win this match. But we got stuck in one
rotation after a service error, and the
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Faroes upped the gears from here, scoring
points in succession. I used one time-out to
try and organise our comeback, and we
managed to get back at them, but the
Faroes reached 14 and match-point first.
I called another time out at this stage,
reminding the lads of how proudly they’d
played up to this point. We managed to
get to 13 afterwards, however in the
following rally, we failed to think and act
properly under pressure and lost the last
ball ourselves, giving the victory to the
Faroes. We were hugely disappointed
losing the match this way, but even from
the score line, one can tell that we did
extremely well, giving everything we had.
All of this experience will help our young
team translate our quality into victories
very soon.
I would like to express my deepest respect
to all the players who worthily represented
Ireland on and off the court. It was a
fantastic team performance and my fellow
staff members involved were outstanding
also. We would like to dedicate our
tournament to everyone who supported us
and got behind us over the last few
months, helping to put Ireland back on the
European volleyball map.”

